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1. INTRODUCTION

Of the categories of benefits to individuals, reductions in the risk of
premature mortality are of central. concern to the public and environmental
policy makers. These benefits can include those from reductions in own- risk,"
for example, an individual's valuation of reducing his or her own mortality risks;
reductions in risk to an individual's family, friends, or co-workers (i.e., of
people known to the individual); and reductions in risks to unknown individuals.
The last type would be an example of altruistic value.

The overall goal is to measure the welfare change from a change in the
current and/or future probability of dying. The willingness to pay (WTP)
reflects the amount of income taken from a person that would leave him or her
indifferent to a decrease in risk, whenever it occurs. When this value is divided
by the risk change, the resulting value is called the "value of a statistical life."
Another relevant measure appearing in the literature is the value of life-years
saved.

A distinction is made in the literature between the WTP for reductions
in mortality risks and the WTP for reductions in morbidity incidents or
morbidity risks. This distinction is useful if one can separate values for
avoiding premature death from values for avoiding morbidity' If, for instance,
WTP estimates for the former depend only on preferences for avoiding
premature death, not on how death occurs (i.e., on whether it is accidental or
-through a disease, on the type of accident or disease, etc.), then WTP estimates
for reductions in mortality risks can be added to those for reductions in
morbidity. Take the case of valuing cancer risk reductions. Adding a WTP
estimate for reductions in risk of accidental death to an estimate of reducing
risks of the morbidity effects of cancer would yield an unbiased estimate of
WTP for cancer risk reductions.

This separability approach can fail for two reasons. First, it may be that
the cause or course of death affects WTP to avoid death or, more fundamentally,
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that individuals simply cannot unbundle risks of death from morbidity effects
that can lead to death. Second, measurement problems can easily crop up. For
instance, contingent valuation (CV) questions on reducing risks of mortality
from cancer may not explicitly exclude the increased risks of morbidity that
having cancer would imply.

A final definitional issue concerns the type of premature mortality risks
one is valuing when environmental pollution is at issue. While most effort has
gone into estimating the welfare effects of a change in current probability of
death of healthy workers on the job, this is more relevant for characterizing the
benefits of reducing accidental death risks than death from environmental causes.
Exposure to pollutants raises risks of developing cancer, chronic heart,
respiratory, and other diseases that raise mortality risks in the future. Such
exposure also may raise current death risks for the very old and the sick. But,
surely the pollution effect that is analogous to occupational health
risks-pollution exposures high enough to raise current risks of death for the
healthy, prime-age person-is insignificant in the United States.

2. THEORETICAL MODELS

Freeman and Cropper 1989) have a good discussion of the underlying
model for estimating welfare changes from changes in the probability of death.
In their model, each individual has a probability of dying (empirically, this can
be found in life tables) at each age. A reduction in pollution exposure alters this
survival probability distribution (P). This individual can also engage in averting
behavior to reduce changes in this distribution. He experiences satisfaction
(utility) each year of life and tries to maximize the present discounted value
(PDV) of this utility, which is altered by changes in his mortality probability
distribution. While it may be desirable to live longer, utility, not years, is what
matters. The maximization of utility takes place subject to the constraint of
lifetime earnings plus initial wealth.'

This model yields the solution that the WTP at any age ) for a reduction
in risk (r) at any age (k) equals the monetized loss in expected utility from (k)
onward, plus the added earnings from living longer minus the reduction in
consumption that can be afforded. This is all multiplied by r to get WTP for the
risk change. This expression implies that the later the reduction in utility is
expected, the lower is WTP. Depending on how consumption changes, WTP
at age j may decrease with age or increase and then decrease. Also, the model

'Cropper and Sussman (I 989) show that a bequest motive is not a particularly important aspect of this
problem.
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WTP in terms of life- years lost and quality-adjusted life-years lost. However,
most studies value average WTP for an average risk reduction and are not
explicit about life-years saved or quality-adjusted life-years saved.

3. ESTIMATION APPROACHES

There are three approaches in use for estimating WTP: wage-risk,
averting behavior, and contingent valuation methods (CVM). The first two are
based on the aforementioned model with the survival probability distribution (P)
endogenous and assume that individuals behave to equate marginal risks in all
settings; the last assumes that P is exogenous and confronts individuals with
scenarios that change P in specific, usually simple, ways.

Perhaps the most common approach has been to examine pay differentials
across a sample of occupations posing different annual mortality risks. By
holding constant other attributes of the occupations and the workers, it is
possible to estimate how much extra compensation is required to induce people
to accept slight increases in job risk. These wage premia are often used to
measure individuals' WTP for reduced environmental risks.

For obvious reasons, the . .... ... :.... .::: �: :
..... .. ..... ..... .. .. ....... ........

................ ..... ....... ........ .. . . .....measures are far from perfect as ..... ..... ..erevre thp
measures applicable to environmental .. ....... . .... .. ...... 4�:iuse rtsfima#
risks of death. The death being ... . ... ............ . . .... .. ........wages' k. ave rq" agnaviorvalued is instant and accidental not . .....
latent and lingering. The sample ... ..... uagoff.,.. . ..... .. . .... ... ....... .. ......... . . ........ . ..... .. ... . . . .. ....... ............. ... .......]�.m e v .. .. .. . ........providing risk preferences is .... .. ... .... .... ........ ....................... ........ ..... ......... . ..... ...... . .... ..... .. ..... . . ......... .. ....... .. .... .... . ...... .... . . ...... .. . ........... . . . . . . . ... . .. . ............ ........ ..... . . . .... .. . ..... . ..generally restricted to prime-age
males not the older and young people
that would be most at risk from exposure to pollutants. Occupational risks are
generally thought of as being borne more voluntarily than the risks arising from
air pollution and self-selection may place risk-lovers in the riskiest occupations,
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thereby making their preferences unrepresentative of those at risk from
environmental pollution. Numerous studies of risk perception identify the
voluntary/involuntary nature of risk as an important factor influencing the size
of perceived risks. Another problem is that if workers lack information about
their true risks the wage premia will reflect their perceived risks rather than the
true risks. This is acceptable so long as the researchers incorporate perceived
risks in their estimations. One study (Gegax et al. 1985) has done just this. It
must be assumed that workers have perfect mobility; otherwise their wage will
not reflect risks and other factors. For instance, if workers in Appalachian coal
mines feel that they cannot relocate, then their wages may not fully reflect job
risks. The way the data are collected makes it difficult to distinguish the wage
premia effects of mortality risks from those of morbidity (including injury) risks.
These studies value average life years lost for males averaging 40 years old. At
a minimum, estimates of WTP that depend on age are needed, but most of these
studies do not yield them. It must be assumed that all occupational risk is
capitalized in labor markets. Some of these risks may conceivably be
capitalized into property markets, leaving the former estimates too low.

Reduced mortality risks have also been translated into dollars using the
contingent valuation method, for example, by asking individuals directly through
survey means what they would be willing to pay for these risk reductions in
hypothetical questions. The advantages of this approach are that scenarios can
be designed to accord directly with the type of risk (involuntary and
environmental, latency, etc.) and other characteristics of the problem; and the
sample of people can be those at risk, o at least a more representative
population.

Economists have resisted using this approach, however, because it relies
on what people say, not what they do. A particular problem with respect to
mortality valuation is the difficulty people have in understanding small risk
changes.

The averting behavior method
has also been used to value Numerouk dki f cketeering
reductions in mortality risks. For e ..... ...Percep MM:�4 ent �th
instance, in some cases individuals .. . ...

. . ..... ..un 'invo un ay�w4lliving near hazardous waste sites take ... .... . .. ...
�M k .. .. .. ....averting measures to reduce perceived . ..... .....

carcinogenic and other risks to health. &ficffir -e�lhell e: Of.... . . . . ......... . . .. . .....WagnerBy observing the amounts they spend d. ..... ....... ....... . . . . .. . .. . ........ ... .. .. .. ......on such m eans- buying bottled .. . .... . ....... ... ... . . .. . ..... . .. .. .......
water, for instance-it is possible to
make tentative inferences about the
minimum amounts they are willing to pay to reduce perceived risks. One
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problem with this approach is that such measures reduce perceived morbidity as
well as mortality risks. Thus, it is not correct to attribute the entire averting cost
to the mortality risk reduction.

It was common several years ago to value premature mortality using the
so-called "foregone earnings" approach, in which deaths were valued according
to the wage or salary income that would be lost as a result of premature death.
This approach is no longer viewed as acceptable for modem benefit-cost
analysis (BCA). Not only does it fail to assign any value to the prevention of
mortality among the elderly and the retired (who have no current income), but
it is also inconsistent with the basic fundamentals of economics from which
BCA sprung. This is because it ignores individuals' WTP for reductions in their
own - as well as others' - mortality risks. This WTP may bear little
relationship to their income.

4. SURVEY OF THE LITERATURE

Table I summarizes 17 studies addressing the valuation of reductions in
risk of premature mortality. Two of the studies are recent surveys of the
literature; the others are more recent or particularly important or unique studies
that deserve special treatment. These studies are classified according to whether
they are surveys of the literature, value an average mortality risk reduction,
value a life-year saved, are a derivative study, provide values by type of death,
are based on jury awards, or are valuing other people's lives (altruism).
Within each of these classifications, each study is described by eight
characteristics: author/year, city/region sampled, estimation approach, type of
death, sample size, baseline risk, scenario, valuation result. Most of the studies
in the table are briefly reviewed in the following sections.

4.1 SURVEYS OF THE LITERATURE

Two recent surveys of the mortality valuation literature attempt to
summarize the literature and arrive at reasonable estimates of the range of
values. Fisher, Chestnut, and Violette 1989) review 21 studies, most wage-risk
studies, concluding that the "most defensible range for the value of a statistical
life (VSL) estimates is 1.6 to $8.5 million 1986 $s)" for risks in the I to 0
in 10,000 range. They put more faith in the lower end of this range. Miller
(1990) reviews 47 "good quality" mortality risk valuation studies and adjusts
their results to be more consistent with economic theory (using after-tax instead
of before-tax wage rates, for instance), with the definition of risks they used, for
the value of travel time (for the motor fatality studies), and for other problems.
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H e finds a m ean V SL of $2.2 m illion .......... .... ..... ............ ........

.. ....... ... .. .. ................... .. ............ .. ............... ..... ... . .. . .......... . ......... . ..... ..... . . . ... . .. .... ... ... . .. . .. ... ..... .... ..... .
M U laft(1988 dollars) with a reasonable

. ..... .. . .ran e of 30%. He also finds no �Oft: � (p qs .. ...... .... ........... .. . .... ...... .. .discernable trend in the VSLs as a tS Ud mo twagefunction of the size of the risk 8 4ris ........ ....... . .. .. .. ....... . . ..... ... .. ...... . . ......... .. . ..... ...... . .. ..
studies.:�vo Cl d':change. W U

6S ibk ra. . .. .... .. .... .
These and other reviews find �Ithe al

some empirical support for the (V
theoretical prediction that people �09861$011
above prime age will evidence lower :r1s, login
WTP. Jones-Lee, Hammerton, and .. ............range.;�iPhilips, for instance, find that WTP
peaks at age 40, declining thereafter.
In Mitchell and Carson (reviewed in
the following paragraphs), being over 55 years old decreases WTP to reduce
future risks of death. However, in studies that do not allow for age to affect
WTP nonlinearly, age appears insignificant.

4.2 STUDIES OF AVERAGE MORTALITY RISK REDUCTIONS

Few studies have attempted to estimate WTP for reducing mortality risks
in an environmental context. Mitchell and Carson 1986) examined WTP for
various size reductions in cancer risks from reduced exposure to trihalomethanes
(THM) in drinking water. In its questions, this study incorporates a latency
period between exposure and possible realization of the cancer (assumed to be
20 years). It finds that for a 4 in I million change in latent cancer risks, the
value of a statistical life is about 2.5 million 1986 dollars), but for risk
reductions in the range of wage-risk studies (I in 10,000), the VSL is only
$167,000. The latency consideration should result in lower estimates of VSL
relative to the literature on accidental death (where latency is zero). Yet, there
is a supposition that VSL's for environmental types of death (non-accidental and
involuntary) are likely to exceed those of worker or auto death. Thus, some
doubt is cast on whether the Mitchell and Carson survey instrument was fully
credible; in particular, whether respondents could understand the extremely small
changes in health risks they were asked to value.



Table 1. Key features of valuation of mortality risk studies

Author/ city/ Estimation Type of Sample Baseline Scenario Valuation
Year Region Approach Death Size Risk (1989S) CD

SUMMARY OF THE LITERATURE

Fisher, NA Review of 21 studies Mostly 21 studies Io-, to lo-, NA $3.5 million best;
Chestnut and accidental/on job $1.849.6 million
Violette 1989)' per life

CDMiller (1990)b NA Review; adjusts studies Mostly 47 studies 5x 1 ' NA $2.3 million
for after-tax wage, risk accidental to +1-30%
def, time value, etc. 5xl0-' to

PIT,
AVERAGE MORTALITY RISK REDUCTION

Mitchell and Herrin, IL CVM for households Cancer from 237 Unspecif. a) AxIO' a) 2.8 mill.
Carson 1986)' paid in water bill, risk THM in drinking households variation b) _104 b) 0.19 mill. 0

ladder of cigarette water, 20 yr. 0
equivalents latency

Smith and Acton, MA, CVM (in taxes and Unstated from 609 Varies Two c.g.'s: a)Average bids are
Desvousges Boston price) with many hazardous waste households widely a) 0' and from 9 to 34 >
(1987)d different levels of exposure, 30 yr. 2xlO-' $0.001-0.007 mill.

baseline risks and risk latency b) 6xlO-' and VSL
changes; sequence of 7 I ' b) 2 mill.
larger risk reductions;
attention to biases,
focus groups

Magat, Viscusi, Greensboro, Contingent ranking via Auto accident 195 adults Unspecif lo-, $8.2 mill. (median
Huber 1990)' NC computer game; trade- variation $2.3 mill.)

offs between mortality
risk and COL in choice
of residence

Gegax, Gerking, U.S. Mail survey used in Accidental on 37 heads of 4 to NA For unionized,
and Schulze hedonic wage equation; job (perceived) household 10/10,000 blue collar and
(1987) rerun with actual risks (out of 6000 non-unionized

by occupational group mailed) workers, from
using BLS data $1.2-2.5 mill., 14-

21% of VSL using
actual risks
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Author/ city/ Estimation Type of Sample Baseline Scenario Valuation
Year Region Approach Death Size Risk (1989$)

00
Garen 1988)' National wage Hedonic wage; Accidental on 2,863 adults Varies with NA $9.2 million

database selection bias in risky job (blue collar) blue collar compared to 4
jobs tested occupation mill. with

selection bias

Atkinson and U.S. Hedonic, Box-Cox Auto accident 112 1978 0.15 per NA $3.80 mill.
Halvorsen 1990)8 weighted least squares models 10,000

regression explaining
annualized automobile
costs with fatality risks
by model, weighted by
sales

Leigh 1987)' U.S. Hedonic model with Accidental on 541 F & M, NA NA With CPS dataset:
and without female job 326 M only, $5 mill. for men
workers 348 M only, and women, 2.7

& 230 F for men only
only

LIFE YEARS SAVED

Harrison et a]. NA Divides literature VSLs Accidental from NA Same as NA VSL = 31% of CD
(I 9O)i by 40 years loss in hedonic wage hedonic '.average" VSL CD

occupational life literature wage studies
expectancy and 0
multiplies by 12.5
years (ave life exp. for
those with environs CD
diseases)

CD
Viscusi and Moore National Hedonic wage with Accidental on NA 5XIO-1 Average of Avg 0.19 mill. 9L

(1988� risk weighted by job -5xlO-' per expected life

discounted life-years yr (�12% time

remaining pref.) => 2 mill.

for 12.5 yrs lost 0

DERIVATIVE STUDIES
CD

Hall et al. 1990) NA Values from literature Applied to air NA Same as NA B=$3.7 mill.;

pollution literature LB=$1.7 mill.,

UB=$8.6 mill.

EPA 1990) $3 million
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Author/ City/ Estimation Type of Sample Baseline Scenario Valuation
Year Region tZ

Approach Death Size Risk (1989S) CD
;3
CD

RER 1990) B=$4 million,
LB=$1.8 mill.
UB=$9 mill. 01

VSLs BY TYPE OF DEATH
CD

Harrington (1984)k' National Theoretical life-cycle For males NA Life tables i--5%, B=0.2 CD/AA = .55,
model and life table, a) cardio- relevant to million, max C/AA 062
plus assumptions on vascular disease, each type of income=$24
parameters b) cancer, c) death; for - K

auto accident 10-5 change W

JURY AWARDS

Bovbjerg et al. Florida and Descriptive statistics of Wrongful death 95 cases NA NA $1.3 mill. median
CD

(1989) Kansas City wrongful death awards $0.62 million
Metro area

VALUING OTHER'S LIVES

Needleman 1976) Great Britain Infers ratios of own From kidney NA NA NA Relatives valued at
risk valuation to close disease 45% of reducing
relative valuation from own risk
willingness to donate a
kidney



Table 1. Key features of valuation of mortality risk studies

Author/ city/ Estimation Type of Sample Baseline Scenario Valuation
Year Region Approach Death Size Risk (1989$)

Notes:
a. Fisher et al.: Support for reduction in VSL above prime age, but not linear (see Harrison below).
h. Miller: VSL's invariant to size of risk change. Support for above age effect.
c. Mitchell: Question whether small risk changes were understood.
d. Smith: Risk circles made differences in risk changes impossible to distinguish. With numerator constant and denominator changing, VSL rises with smaller

risk changes. Also finds that WTP for additional risk reductions rises (increasing returns). Deaths of younger people in auto accident give this a higher
value.

e. Magat: Computer interactive procedure invalidated.
f. Garen: VSL increases dramatically when voluntary nature ofjob choice is corrected for. But less applicable if individuals can choose where they live.
g. Atkinson: Driver characteristics, such as age group, seat belt usage, sex, and alcohol use were insignificant. This raises questions about the entire study.

Further, it is not clear that drivers have any perception about fatality risk differentials among models. Indeed for new models, there would be no data to draw
upon.

h. Leigh: Including women has little affect on fatality coefficient but with lower baseline risk for women, VSL rises (but only using dataset with part-time
workers included). Check use of Texas data.

i. Harrison: Average worker is 37 years old, dying at 77. Diseases are cardiovascular, cancer, and pulmonary. This approach is ad hoc, making the strong
assumption that WTP varies linearly with life-years.

j. Viscusi and Moore: Better approach than Harrison but applicable only to prime age males exposed to immediate mortality risks.
k. Harrington: Ratios of values of life given because incomes are out-of-date. Different r would change results.

B = best estimate tZ
LB = lower bound CD

UB =upper bound

0

CD

En

CD
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Another study addressing environmental risks is Smith and Devousges
(1987). They asked 609 persons in the Boston area and in Acton, Massachusetts
(which has experienced incidents of well contamination), their WTP (in tax and
price increases) to reduce household health risks from a hypothetical hazardous
waste landfill 3 miles from their home. The complicated sampling frame
involved many different levels of baseline risk and risk changes, and each
individual was asked to value progressive reductions in risk. The study is strong
because of its extensive focus group sessions and attention to possible CV biases
and other issues.

The results of the study are disquieting in that the average bids are
virtually identical irrespective of baseline risks and the size of risk changes.
Thus, given that the average bid for obtaining any risk reduction is about the
same (from $8 to 31), for smaller risk changes, the VSL is generally larger,
ranging from a low in the 1,000-6,000 range (for risk changes of 1/10 to
1/200) to a high of 2 million (for risk changes of 160,000 and 2300,000).
Unfortunately, this result may be an artifact of the "risk circle" method used to
communicate the size of risk changes in that alternative degrees of risk changes
were virtually indistinguishable visually on the circles. An additional result, also
called into question, is that the WTP for additional risk reductions rises (e.g.,
after the first 1/100 risk reduction takes place, the WTP is asked for an
additional 1/100 risk reduction). Based on the "law of diminishing returns," one
might have expected WTP to decline with additional risk reductions.

The remaining literature reviewed in this section addresses accidental
death. Magat, Viscusi, and Huber 1990) obtained exceedingly large estimates
of VSL based on reductions in risks of death in an auto accident. A sample of
195 adults in Greensboro, North Carolina, were led through a computerized
game, being asked a series of questions to determine their indifference between
living in one of two cities differing only in risks of death and cost of living.
For a risk reduction of 1/100,000, the average VSL was 8.2 million, with a
median VSL of 2.3 million. Seventy percent of respondents provided implied
VSL's under 4 million. Whether these high responses are an arti of the
interactive computer procedure or the use of the cost-of-living indicator to elicit
WTP, or occur for some other reason, is unclear.

Garen 1988) examined the question of selection bias in wage-risk studies
using complex econometric techniques to correct for the possibility that people
with risk preferences self-select into such jobs (and people with risk aversion
select low risk jobs). This study yielded an average VSL of 9.2 million,
compared to 4 million when standard regression techniques are applied to the
same data base. This indicates that correcting for the voluntary, self-selecting
nature of workplace risk raises the VSL. Whether this estimate is appropriate
in the context of environmental risk depends on the degree to which such risks
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are involuntarily borne. To the extent that people can take action to limit their
mortality risk (such as by avoiding living in a polluted area), these risks are
analogous to those faced by workers, who can choose jobs; thus, Garen's
estimate would not be appropriate. However, for cases of accidental, lethal
releases of pollution, Garen's wage-risk self-selection-corrected estimate is
probably reasonable.

4.3 STUDIES VALUING LIFE-YEARS SAVED

It is questionable practice to apply VSL estimates derived from prime-age
males and for accidental risks of death to valuing the benefits of reduced
mortality from cancer and other pollution-related diseases which occur mainly
through exposure of older people. Some progress on obtaining VSL's that are
more appropriate for environmental issues has come from Viscusi and Moore
(1988), although they were interested in a different issue. This wage-risk study
addresses the issue of life-years lost by estimating a model with the standard
mortality risk measure weighted by the (discounted) remaining years of life of
each member of the sample. The VSLs are found to be about 6 million (with
an average risk reduction of 51100,000), with an average value of an expected
life-year of 170,000 1986 dollars), along with an estimated rate of time
preference of about 12%. Although this estimate of a value of a life-year is
refined over studies that do not take years of life remaining into account, it still
only applies to prime-age workers exposed to mortality risks that do not feature
latency effects.

One recent, if ad hoe, attempt to apply the value of a life-year saved to
estimate benefits in an environmental context is in Harrison et al. 1990). This
study first estimates that fatalities in occupational accidents result in the loss of

240 years relative to average life expectancy. Dividing this estimate into
estimates of VSL from the wage-risk literature yields an estimate of the value
of a year of life saved. This estimate can then be multiplied by average
life-years lost from premature deaths caused by pulmonary disease,
cardiovascular disease, and cancer, which is estimated to be about 12.5 years.
This procedure results in a VSL based on life-years-lost (LYL) that is only 3 %
of the VSL derived from wage-risk studieS.3 It should be recognized that this
type of correction makes very specific, strong assumptions about preferences for
life years lost; for example, it assumes that WTP varies linearly with life-years
lost. The appropriate approach is to infer values from the behavior of (or apply

2Assuming the average mate worker is 37 years old, life expectancy for 37 year old males is 77 years.

'For instance, using a VSL of$3.7 million from wage-risk studies results in a LYL-based VSL of$1.16

million.
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CV techniques to) a population of people who would be at risk from
environmental diseases and related premature mortality, To our knowledge this
has not yet been done.

4.4 DERIVATIVE STUDIES

Hall et al. 1990), in their review of the literature for a benefits analysis
of air quality improvements in the South Coast Air Basin, settle on VSLs of
$1.7 million (the lowest estimate supported by defensible research), 3.7 million
[based on the Viscusi 1986) conclusion that this estimate was at the lower end
of the environmental risk range and a representative estimate of wage-risk
estimates], and 8.6 million (as the upper end of the environmental risk range
and the wage-risk studies). The Garen 1989) estimate of 9.2 million is
rejected on the basis of residential mobility.

EPA 1990) estimates the benefits of the Clean Air Act Amendments of
1990, incorporating a VSL of 3 million.

4.5 OTHER CLASSIFICATIONS

There is virtually no information on how WTP for risk reductions might
vary by the type of death involved. The only empirical study (Harrington 1984)
used a life-cycle model and life tables to estimate the ratio of WTP for
reductions in the risks of dying by cancer or cardiovascular disease relative to
dying in an accident. Because accidental risks are borne more evenly
throughout one's life than risks of death by cancer or cardiovascular disease,
reducing risks of the latter is valued less than the former.

One study of wrongful death judgements involving 95 cases (Bovbjerg
et al. 1989) is included for completeness. The jury award approach involves
compensation for identifiable deaths not for small risks of deaths to unknown
individuals. Thus, the application of such values to the case at issue in this
report is problematical. The mean award is 1.2 million.

Finally, Needleman (I 976) indirectly values WTP to reduce risks of death
in someone else's life through analysis of individual's willingness to donate a
kidney to their relative. He finds that individuals value reductions in their
relatives risk of death at 45% of their own, on average.
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5. CONCLUSION

In spite of this voluminous
and rich literature, its use to value &Je�.Offfi u upus.....
mortality risks from environmental . . ..... .... .

ond. WM literature WSC�40&�:�:
causes is not without problems, Xv:W- k ftooPaw mM YW�M� Sbecause nearly the entire literature . .. . .. ....Rnvbwhmentau�caus .4s n&�addresses risks of accidental death es
taken voluntarily. The WTP to . . .... ... ...
reduce accidental death caused by :4i6i �Ihe. tnfik ��1ftd ture��..
voluntary activities (in doing one's addraw :tis 6faccidental.
job or while driving a vehicle, for death. tdk I t it-... .. ... .. .. . ....instance) may be viewed differently ... ....... ...
from death due to environmental
pollution exposure (such as cancer from air pollution exposure) that is largely
of an involuntary nature. Even if the nature of the death were unimportant to
valuation, other factors would argue for hesitancy in applying this literature to
environmental problems: the presence of differences in life-years lost (fewer
with environmental risks than with workplace risks, for instance), in the age at
which changes in risks are experienced (older people with environmental risks),
and in latency.

Among the studies reviewed, Fisher, Chestnut, and Violette's 1989)
review of 21 studies is probably least objectionable. Their range of estimates,
based largely on wage-risk studies, is also comparable in order of magnitude to
most of the other better studies. Thus, we generally adopt Fisher, Chestnut and
Violette's 1989) estimates of the value of a statistical life to range from $1.8
to 9 million 1989 $) with a best estimate of 3.5 million.
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